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1- Complete the words for positive actions. 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________      ____________________      ____________________ 

 

 

 

 

____________________    ________________       ____________________   

 

      2- Complete the places for helping.  

bank            homeless              organization               shelter                      thrift 

a- ____________ store 

b- animal                        

c- environmental                        

d- food                        

e-                        shelter 
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4-  Choose the correct words.  

Tim: Hey Jack! I can’t wait for the summer vacation. This year, we should go to 

Hawaii with some friends. 

Jack: Great idea. That would be amazing.  

I 
1
 ’d  / wouldn’t go surfing every day, and I 

2
’d / wouldn’t eat lots of 

tropical fruit. 

Tim: Yeah, and I 
3
’d / wouldn’t take any schoolwork with me! We 

4
’d / 

wouldn’t hang out on the beach all day, having a great time. 

Jack: And in the evening, I 
5
’d / wouldn’t sit in my hotel room and learn to play 

the guitar. 

Tim: Don’t be crazy! Of course you  
6
would / wouldn’t! We 

7
’d / wouldn’t be out dancing and having fun. 

Jack: Just kidding. We 
8
’d / wouldn’t be at home feeling bored – that’s for sure. 

 

5- Choose the correct answers. 

a- Elsa        with animals if she could change her job. 

 a worked  b  would work 

b- How would you feel if you        a millionaire? 

 a are   b were 

c- If Tyler were a teacher, he        sports. 

a ’d teach  b teaches 

d- If I        traveling, I’d go to China. 

 a would go  b went 

e- They        to Arizona if they sold their apartment. 

 a are moving  b would move 

f- You        happier if you didn’t work such long hours. 

 a ’d feel   b feel 

g- If Maria        some extra classes, she’d improve her grades. 

 a took   b would take 

h- Felipe        a new phone if he could afford it. 

 a got   b would get 

i- What would you buy your parents if you  

       the lottery? 

 a would win  b won 

j- If you        any homework for a week, what would you do? 

 a didn’t have  b ’d have 

 

6- Complete the adjectives for creativity. 



 

 

a- c__ __v__ __ 

b-  st         ng     

c-     ld-f    sh         n    d 

d-     r    g    n    l 

e- d    l    c    t     

f- e         rm         s 

g- r    c    cl    d 

h- t    n     

i- an         e    t 

 

7- Complete the sentences with the following words.   

Tiny  Compose  Enormous Paint   Ancient  Discover  

a- I’d like to ____________ great rock songs. 

b- This                        sculpture is 6.5 meters high and weighs 1.5 tons. 

c- Jake wants to be a scientist and                        a cure for cancer. 

d- Gina and Jonathan are artists. They                        pictures of famous people. 

e- We saw some                        Mayan vases from AD 500. 

f- This                        sculpture is the same size as a piece of rice. 

 

8- Rewrite the sentences with a relative clause.  

a- We met a man at the gallery. He works with your dad. 

__________________________________________________________________. 

b- The museum has a café. It serves great coffee.  

__________________________________________________________________. 

c- Steve is a classmate. He has been to India. 

__________________________________________________________________. 

d- Luke bought a sculpture. It’s made of wooden boxes. 

__________________________________________________________________. 

 

9- Makes four sentences using WOULD or WOULDN´T. Don´t copy from the test. 

 

______________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________. 


